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DEGAS 2: Monte Carlo Neutral Gas Transport Code

• Simulates transport of neutral atoms & molecules created
by interaction of fusion plasmas with material surfaces.

• Takes as input from experiment or other code / model:

– Background plasma density, temperature, flow velocity,

– Sources of neutrals,

∗ Ion fluxes to surfaces recycled as neutrals
via plasma-material interactions (PMI).

∗ Volume recombination,

∗ External gas puff.



DEGAS 2, continued

• Output:

– Plasma mass, momentum, & energy sources for plasma transport code
⇒ iterative, self-consistent solution.

– Data for comparison with experiment:

∗ Neutral pressures at specific locations,

∗ Photon emission rates, usually by simulating diagnostic.

∗ Emission spectrum, again diagnostic simulation.

• Monte Carlo algorithm permits complex geometry & processes,

– Detailed, kinetic models of A+M reactions and PMI can be included.

– Limitation: availability of high quality data & / or comprehensive models.



Outline

1. Internal format of data used in DEGAS 2

2. ratecalc: DEGAS 2’s workhorse for generating A+M data files

3. List of atomic / molecular processes & PMI in DEGAS 2

4. Examples of A+M data used in DEGAS 2

(a) Source & format of original data

(b) External codes used to process those data



Internal A+M, PMI Data Format in DEGAS 2

• A+M & PMI data format similar,

• Single file for each process & projectile-target combination,

– Treat H, D, & T together when possible,

– Trivial cases (e.g., mirror) more generic.

– DEGAS 2 has ∼ 100 such files.

• All are in platform independent, self-describing netCDF files.



DEGAS 2 Data File Contents

• All dependent variables associated with this process,

– E.g., cross section, reaction rate, photon emission rate.

• Data are tables with uniform or log-uniform spacing of independent variables,

– A few PMI data are fits.

• For each dependent variable, give

– Name, units, MKS multiplier, interpolation method,

– Number, name, units, multipliers of independent variables,

– Number of values for independent variables,

∗ As well as minimum, maximum values, and interpolation method,



ratecalc: Aladdin → DEGAS 2 netCDF

• Input file points to one or more files containing data in Aladdin format,

• Transforms into data representing “dependent variables” in one of three ways:

1. Evaluate Aladdin subroutine over specified range
of independent variable(s),

2. Compute integral of cross section, evaluated via Aladdin subroutine,
over specified range of indendent variable(s),

3. Put placeholders into netCDF file. Actual data manually inserted later.

• Writes results in DEGAS 2’s format into a netCDF file.



Cross Section Integrals Used by DEGAS 2
to Compute Plasma Source Terms

• DEGAS 2 effectively evaluates integrals like [Reiter 1993]:

SAp,k = Γ
∫

d3v f(~v)〈σk(vrel)vrel∆Ap〉p,

– ∆Ap = change in plasma quantity (e.g., energy)
in one collision of process k, governed by cross section σk.

– The 〈. . .〉 indicates integral over the plasma velocity distribution.

– Write ∆Ap in terms of ~v and ~vp

⇒ 〈. . .〉 expressed as sum of basic integrals.



Two Main Types of Integrals Computed

• For p =electron, vrel → vp,
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– ` = 0,1,2 → total, diffusion, and viscosity cross sections.

• ratecalc’s approach to computing integrals robust & reasonably efficient.



A+M Processes in DEGAS 2

• Electron impact ionization & recombination of H, He

• H+ + H charge exchange (old)

• D+ + (D, D2, He) elastic scattering

• D, D2 neutral-neutral elastic scattering

• Electron impact dissociation / ionization of H2, H+
2

• Electron impact ionization of Ar

• Ar+ + Ar charge exchange



PMI Processes in DEGAS 2

• Backscattering / reflection: H / D / T, He on C, Fe, Mo.

– Data from TRIM & simpler models.

• Desorption,

• Data specify for given incoming ~v:

– Probability of process,

– Kinetic distribution of outgoing neutral ~v.

• Won’t say much more about PMI here,

– See: http://www-cfadc.phy.ornl.gov/psif/Stotler.pdf



Hydrogen Collisional Radiative Data

• Code based on J. Weisheit’s original “IRLS” [Weisheit 1975],

• Ionization & excitation rates from Janev-Smith database [Janev 1993],

• Radiative recombination rates from [Johnson 1972].

• n = 1 → 30, with no l resolution,

• Get effective rates for ionization, recombination, & electron energy source,

• Also, n = 3 population coefficients → Balmer-α emission rate, etc.

• Primary output is text file containing tabular data: ehr2.dat,

– Uniform logne, logTe mesh,

– Used by DEGAS 2, DEGAS, UEDGE, and other codes.



Helium Collisional Radiative Data

• Computed by Goto’s code [Goto 2003],

• Extended to compute electron energy source / sink rates,

– ⇒ generates same quantities as in H CR file.

• Run on uniform logne, logTe mesh,

• Write tabular data to Aladdin-format text file,

– Wrote corresponding INTERP2D subroutine for alad_subr.f.



Ion-Neutral Elastic Scattering

• Differential scattering cross sections for D, D2, He on D+ from ORNL CFADC,

– Quantum mechanical calculation with classically identifiable
charge exchange & elastic scattering channels [Krstic 1998].

• For each reaction, 51 text data files downloaded from CFADC
Web site or obtained directly from Krstic,

– One for each Er on uniform logEr mesh, 10−3 to 100 eV,

– File is just table of θ, σ(θ, Er) pairs.



Processing of Ion-Neutral Elastic Scattering Data

• All 51 files read into stand-alone code sigma_p to compute:

σl(Er) = 2π
∫ π

0
(1− cos θ)l σ(θ, Er) sin θ dθ,

– l = 0,1,2 → total, diffusion, viscosity cross section,

– σt governs rate of MC collisions,

– σd, σv determine transport.

• Write to Aladdin format file: σt(Er), σd(Er), σv(Er), µ(Er, ξ).

– Last item used to sample scattering angle µ = cosΘ in MC code.



Sample Scattering Angles Efficiently
by Lumping Small Angle Collisions Together

• σt dominated by small angle collisions causing little transport,

– ⇒ lump together collisions θ ≤ θmin:

σd(Er) = 2π
∫ θmin

0
C(Er)(1−cos θ)δ(θ−θmin)dθ+2π

∫ π

θmin

(1−cos θ)σ(θ, Er)dθ,

∗ sigma_p solves this for C(Er), given θmin and σd(Er).

• Then, imagine dividing σt into n equal pieces,
giving a cumulative probability distribution:

Pi = 2π
∫ cosΘi

−1

σ(θ, Er)

σt(Er)
d(cos θ), i = 0,1, . . . n,

– sigma_p solves for these values of cosΘi

⇒ µi = cosΘi on uniform mesh of logEr, Pi → ξ.



H2, H+
2 Dissociation, Ionization, etc.

• Aladdin format fits from [Janev 1987].

• Data files used in DEGAS 2 also include
energy sources / sinks and Balmer-α emission rates.

• Reactions involving vibrationally excited H2 added to
JAERI version of DEGAS 2 (H. Takenaga, H. Kubo, et al.),

– Not yet incorporated into main DEGAS 2 version,

– More data are needed for comprehensive modeling of
vibrational & rotational effects!



What Data Might Be Added in the Future

• Vibrationally, rotationally excited H2,

• Hydrocarbon (CxHy) breakup,

• Lithium CR model,

• Tungsten,

• More realistic PMI:

– Effects of B, Li coatings,

– Varying H concentration,

– Erosion / redeposition,

– Etc. (long list).
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